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“It’s tough to make 
predictions, 

especially about 
the future.”

Yogi Berra



National Economic Outlook











Concerns

! International economic problems

! European Union turmoil

! Growth in China slowing, potential real estate bubble

! Deadlock over federal policy could cause havoc

! Sequestration, debt ceiling

! Businesses profitable but not rehiring workers





Outlook

! Economy growing, but not strongly

! Unemployment at 7.5% in April, U-6 at 13.9%

! Unemployment rate expected to fall to the low 7% range by the 
end of the year

! Labor market won’t fully recover until 2014

! GDP growth of 2.2 percent for 2012, 2.5 – 3.0 percent for 
2013

! Interest rates to remain low through 2015





Is the Federal Budget Deficit a Problem?















Local Economic Outlook











Short-Term Outlook

! Solid growth expected in year ahead

! Local economy expected to outpace national economy

! Job growth of 25,000 in 2012, 25,000 – 30,000 expected in 
2013

! Unemployment rate to fall below 7 percent

! Job growth in health care, administrative and support 
services, professional and technical services, leisure and 
hospitality, and construction



Housing Market

! Positive job growth, low interest rates, lack of 
construction positive for the market

! Distressed properties becoming less of a problem

! Housing prices strong in 2012, 2013 to be good too

! Strong demand for multi-family and rental market at 
this point



Potential Problems

! Uncertainty in the national and international 
economies

! Cuts due to sequestration would hit San Diego 
particularly hard

! Military, sciences

! Loss of good paying jobs leading to greater income 
inequality



Occupations with the most projected job 
openings (2008 – 2018)

Source:  Employment Development Department

Title Median Income Title Median Income
Retail Salespersons $20,930 Registered Nurses $80,734

Waiters and Waitresses $18,927 Office Clerks $29,516

Cashiers $19,202 General and Operations 
Managers

$106,866

Customer Service 
Representatives

$35,648 Counter Attendants $19,570

Food Preparation and 
Serving

$19,168 Personal and Home 
Care Aides

$21,195









What can be done to help
the middle class?



Source:  The Atlantic

Strengthen organized labor



Raise the minimum wage

! All wages impacted

! Little or no impact on employment:
! Reduced worker turnover
! Improved efficiency
! Reduction in wages of higher earners (“wage compression”)
! Price increases
! Stimulus impact of higher income

Source:  John Schmitt.  “Why Does the Minimum Wage Have No 
Discernible Effect on Employment?” Center for Economic and Policy 
Research, February 2013



“Money is like manure.

If you spread it around, it 
does a lot of good.

But if you pile it up in one 
place, it stinks like hell.”

Clint Murchison, Jr.
Founder of the Dallas Cowboys
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